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A Well-Paying Job

"Ever since I started working
again, I knew my new job was a
special favor from Isidoro. I
consider writing this letter a
duty of justice. And I had been
putting it off for lack of time..."

03/06/2018

I don’t want another day to go by
without sharing a favor I have
obtained through the intercession of
Isidoro Zorzano.

I am married and we have four
children: three in university and one



still in school. For a long time now,
our financial situation has been
more than just tight and we were
having trouble meeting even the
most basic needs of our family, so I
began praying to God through the
intercession of Isidoro, so that He
might lend us a hand.

Then, a month ago now, without my
seeking it, a job opportunity turned
up for me in Cádiz. This employment
includes a schedule that is
compatible with the rest of my
personal duties and that also, by the
way, pays very well.

Ever since I started working again, I
knew my new job was a special favor
from Isidoro. I consider writing this
letter a duty of justice. And I had
been putting it off for lack of time...

Two days ago I was getting gas for
my car and when I went to pay, I saw
that there was a prayer card of
Isidoro framed, right there in the gas
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station. I told the person who was
attending me that this was a friend of
mine, and I suddenly realized that
this was a sign that I still needed to
make good on my promise to write
up the favor. When I got home, I
dropped some papers on the floor by
accident, and among them was a
newsletter about Isidoro. All I could
do but look up to heaven and say:
message understood! Thanks,
Isidoro, for your closeness and for
this great favor that you have done
for to the whole family.

► Read article: Isidoro Zorzano
Declared Venerable.

► An interview with the Postulator
for Isidoro Zorzano's Cause.
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